May 2019 e-permitting Release Notes

All Programs
These enhancements apply to all programs. All programs should test.

- **18670** – Correction Notice hyperlink text change – Within tasks for all programs, there is usually a link to 'Create Correction Notice' or 'New Correction Notice'. This is inaccurate because the link does not create a new correction notice; it simply opens the Correction Notices page. Hyperlink has been updated to just say 'Correction Notice'.
- **18831** – Permit link appearing on Notifications where there is no permit – Several programs reported on the Notifications tab there was a view permit link for applications that did not have a permit but only an acknowledgement letter. This is resolved.

Air Quality
- **18807** – Cover letter updates – GP5 and GP5A Cover letter updates per provided from the Bureau.
- **18806** – Incorrect Mapping for AIMS – Incorrect mapping of max annual estimated fuel consumption to Rated Heat Input. This incorrect mapping was removed. Developer verified correct mapping is occurring for Rated Heat Input.

Oil & Gas Surface
- **18866** – Data Cleanup for Chapter 105 Auths to have Auth ICS switched to Oil & Gas – Data cleanup script was run in production based on spreadsheet provided.
- **18737** – ESCGP3 Permit – Permit document is now included with Acknowledgement Letter.
- **18733/18734** – ESCGP3 Permit Expiration dates – Expiration date was coming up as 1 year instead of 5 years minus 1 day.
- **18574** – ESCGP3 Permit numbering updates.
- **18763** – ESCGP3 Permit numbering updates part 2.
- **18998** – SDN Begin Date and Due Date updated to be resubmitted by operator date.

Oil & Gas Subsurface
- **17718** – Viewing EFACTS docs from Related Auths – Previously, in the eWell application on the review side, the related auths tab provides a View link even for applications which were not created in eWell. When the user clicks that link it loads a PDF of the permit which is saved in EFACTS.

In e-permitting today on the review side, the related auths tab only allows the 'View' link for applications that were created in e-permitting. That View link should always be available and if the application was not created in e-permitting; then we should attempt to pull that PDF permit document from EFACTS if it is available.
If there is no document available, we should provide a notification to the user stating, "There is no permit document available in EFACTS for this authorization."

- **18759 – Interested Parties fix** – Design feature: if all the responses for a particular column were NO, then the column on the grid in the module doesn’t show.

- **18760 – Interested Parties fix checkbox detail on the interested parties detail page says, "Coal Lessee". Column header on the grid says, "Coal Lease". Fix the Column header on the grid to "Coal Lessee".

- **18068/18070 – Well farm name + Well Number** – The “Well Farm Name” and the “Well Number” from e-permitting is now concatenated to create the PF Name. Additionally, possibly in EFACTS or maybe eWell, it appears that further updates are concatenating the well number to the PF name which is incorrect – this is corrected.

  Example: NEW application Well Farm Name "Boy Scouts Unit" Well number "2H" then PF should be "Boy Scouts Unit 2H".

  Further revisions should always bring those 2 items together for the PF name.

  Confirmed that EFACTS or e-permitting are not concatenating the Well number to the end of the PF each time. Users reported seeing an instance of "Boy Scouts Unit 2H 2H".

- **18691 – EFACTS load fail for lead reviewer Randy Kresge** – missed data cleanup for creating new sub-facilities on alteration. Data was scripted and cleaned. Review could continue.

- **18987 – Cover letter link giving 404 error** – Receiving 404 error when clicking the Cover Letter link for O&G submissions on Notifications tab. Encountered the 404 with both UDOW and CDOW.

### BWEW

- **18747 – Notification for USACE not sent** – Notification for USACOE Reporting District (Baltimore, Philadelphia, and Pittsburgh) is not being generated and added to the Notifications block. Issue was with email database restricted length. Field was expanded, this issue will not repeat.

- **18772 – Impact name greater than 60 characters causing EFACTS fail** – GP-105 submittal did not load to EFACTS: auth ID 8306. Problem was the name field was limited to 60 characters. Developers removed spaces from the name of the impact, since it is not changing the words, and the developers will load it to EFACTS so the review could continue. Change details:
  
  From: “Wetland 4A, Wetland 4B, Wetland 1A, Wetland 1B, and Wetland 1D”
  
  To: “Wetland 4A, Wetland 4B, Wetland 1A, Wetland 1B, and Wetland 1D”
  
  Allows it to be under 60 characters so EFACTS can accept it.

- **18789 – Coordination notification linking to public review site instead of internal** – Link in the SLLA notification email is taking the reviewer to the Public Review site. Link in the SLLA notification email is taking the reviewer to the Public Review site.

- **18805 – Duplicate final sign off task** – Advised to delete and continue.
• **18952** – Applicant couldn’t access application for corrections – Reviewer emailed correction notes and never returned application for correction – this has been corrected.

**Mining**

• **18773** – Notifications not sent for some permits – Issue was with email database restricted length. Field was expanded, this issue will not repeat. Past data is scripted and corrected.

• **18801** – Role updates – updated roles for Barnes and Latsha.

• **18985** – NOI missing cover letter link – Notifications tab missing cover letter link.

• **18935** – Role updates – updated role for Rock Martin.

• **18960** – Name update – fix incorrect spelling for Ciccone.